Context: Peer-group deviance is strongly associated with externalizing behaviors. We have limited knowledge of the sources of individual differences in peer-group deviance.
Results: Mean and variance of peer-group deviance increased substantially with age. Genetic effects on peergroup deviance showed a strong and steady increase over time. Family environment generally declined in importance over time. Individual-specific environmental influences on peer-group deviance levels were stable in the first 3 age periods and then increased as most twins left home. When standardized, the heritability of peer-group deviance is approximately 30% at ages 8 to 11 years and rises to approximately 50% across the last 3 time periods. Both genes and shared environment contributed to individual differences in the developmental trajectory of peer-group deviance. However, while the correlation between childhood peer-group deviance levels and the subsequent slope of peer-group deviance over time resulting from genetic factors was positive, the same relationship resulting from shared environmental factors was negative.
Conclusions:
As male twins mature and create their own social worlds, genetic factors play an increasingly important role in their choice of peers, while shared environment becomes less influential. The individualspecific environment increases in importance when individuals leave home. Individuals who have deviant peers in childhood, as a result of genetic vs shared environmental influences, have distinct developmental trajectories. Understanding the risk factors for peer-group deviance will help clarify the etiology of a range of externalizing psychopathology. Psychiatry. 2007; 64(8) : [958] [959] [960] [961] [962] [963] [964] [965] P EERS HAVE BROAD INFLUENCES on many aspects of behavior and are an important source of individual differences for a variety of human traits. 1 In particular, exposure to high levels of peergroup deviance in childhood and adolescence is strongly associated with future drug use and other externalizing behaviors. [2] [3] [4] Consequently, peer-group deviance plays a prominent role in developmental models for antisocial behavior. [5] [6] [7] Understanding what makes individuals associate with prosocial vs antisocial friends will be critical in clarifying sources of individual differences in externalizing behaviors.
Arch Gen
Whereas models of person-environment interaction traditionally emphasized the passive role of the individual (ie, the environment affecting the person), prior studies of peer-group deviance have suggested bidirectional effects (the environment and the person affecting each other). [8] [9] [10] [11] While social pressures to conform make adolescents adopt the behaviors of their peers (via peer influence), adolescents also seek out like-minded friends who share their own attitudes (via peer selection). To disentangle the effects of peer influence and selection, longitudinal studies are needed. Beginning with the seminal study by Kandel, 8 most longitudinal studies suggest that both influence and selection processes are at work. However, even longitudinal studies of adolescents may be inadequate to resolve questions of causality, as individual, family, and social characteristics in childhood can predict peer-group characteristics in adolescence, [12] [13] [14] [15] clouding the issue of what causes initial peer selection.
A genetic strategy offers a complementary approach to disentangling mecha-nisms of peer influence and selection. During the past 2 decades, a growing number of studies have applied behavioral genetic models to analysis of environmental measures. 16 If genetically influenced characteristics of an individual affect the type of friends selected, then measures of peer-group deviance should be heritable.
To date, behavioral genetic studies of peer-group deviance are scarce. Studies assessing differences in environments across sibling pairs have found consistent support for genetic influence on peer-group deviance. Specifically, adoptive siblings reported greater differences in peer-group deviance than nonadoptive siblings, 17 and dizygotic (DZ) twins reported greater differences than monozygotic (MZ) twins. 18, 19 Traditional behavioral genetic studies of peer-group deviance have yielded less consistent results. Examining parental reports of peer-group deviance from a twin-family study of 10-to 18-year-old twins, Manke et al 20 found that peer-group deviance was substantially heritable. In contrast, using twin and nontwin sibling self-reports of peer-group deviance from the same sample 21 found that variation in peer-group deviance was influenced primarily by shared and nonshared environmental influences. Using self-and teacher-reported data from more than 1700 same-sex twin pairs aged 14 to 16 years, Walden et al 22 found shared environmental factors to be considerably more important than genetic factors in accounting for variation in peer-group deviance. Cleveland et al 23 found high levels of heritability for peer drinking and smoking using genetically informative data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health. Finally, in 12-year-old Finnish twins, Rose 24 found, after excluding friends shared by both twins, higher correlations for peer ratings of behavior problems in the friends unique to each member of MZ vs DZ twin pairs.
Whereas cross-study differences may explain some of these inconsistencies, there may also be systematic differences in the relative importance of genetic and environmental influences on peer-group deviance related to developmental context. Adolescence is associated with a marked increase in autonomy 25, 26 and a shift in socializing influences from parents to peers as children spend less time with family and more time with friends. 27 As children become active agents in creating their social world, genetic influence on peer-group deviance may increase.
Because previous behavioral genetic research on peergroup deviance has either focused on a relatively narrow age range or combined individuals from different developmental stages, nothing is known about potential changes in the relative importance of genetic and environmental factors on variation in peer-group deviance. Therefore, we combined twin and developmental perspectives to elucidate the sources of individual differences in male peer-group deviance from midchildhood to early adulthood.
METHODS

SAMPLE
This report uses data collected in the third wave of interviews conducted in adult male-male twin pairs from the Virginia Twin Registry. This larger study has been described in detail elsewhere, 28 and originally contained male-male and male-female twins born between 1940 and 1974. Initially, 6814 twins participated in the 1993-1996 interview (participation rate, 72.4%), with an 82.6% follow-up response rate for the second wave of interviews, conducted in 1994-1998. The third interview wave (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) was completed only in members of male-male twin pairs. Interviews were completed by 1796 twins, representing 75.1% of the entire sample and 77.8% of the eligible sample (excluding those who died and were lost to follow-up). Subjects were aged 24 to 62 years (mean age, 40.3 years [SD, 9.0 years]). The sample for the present analysis consisted of 469 MZ and 287 DZ twin pairs (including 2 triplet sets subdivided into all possible pairings) and 290 twins whose co-twin did not participate.
Most subjects were interviewed by telephone, with a small number interviewed in person. After a full explanation of the research protocol, verbal assent or signed informed consent was obtained before all interviews. This project was approved by the Committee for the Conduct of Human Research at Virginia Commonwealth University. Interviewers had a master's degree in a mental health-related field or a bachelor's degree in this area with 2 years of clinical experience. The 2 members of a twin pair were never interviewed by the same interviewer. Zygosity was assigned by a combination of self-report measures, photographs, and DNA polymorphisms.
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ASSESSMENT
To improve accuracy of retrospective recall, we developed a lifehistory calendar-based interview, 30 which assessed a range of constructs including peer-group deviance for 5 age periods: 8 to 11, 12 to 14, 15 to 17, 18 to 21, and 22 to 25 years. These periods were assessed sequentially after the development of a calendar that traced major developmental events from ages 1 to 30 years, including whether or not the twin was living with his co-twin. Interviewers were scripted to begin each new period with specific memory prompts taken from events in the calendar, thereby cuing the respondent into the relevant "memory files."
Peer-group deviance was assessed by mean levels of 12 items obtained from 2 validated instruments 31, 32 that assessed the proportion of the respondent's friends who engaged in specific behaviors at each particular age. Friends were defined as "people who you would have seen regularly and spent time with in school and outside of school." The twins were asked how many of their friends smoked cigarettes; drank alcohol; got drunk; had problems with alcohol; skipped or cut school a lot; cheated on school tests; stole anything or damaged property on purpose; had been in trouble with the law; smoked marijuana; used inhalants; used other drugs like cocaine, downers, or LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide); and sold or gave drugs to others. The 5 response options were none, a few, some, most, and all.
Four of the most deviant behavior items were excluded from the first assessment period (ages 8-11 years) when, during our pilot phase, several respondents reacted negatively to them. Two of the items related to school activities (skipped or cut school a lot and cheated on school tests) were not included in the 18 to 21-and 22 to 25-years assessments, as many friends would not then be in school. Cronbach standardized ␣ coefficient for this scale across the 5 age groups (from youngest to oldest) was 0.82, 0.90, 0.90, 0.87, and 0.87, respectively.
Test-retest correlations in 141 subjects who were interviewed a mean of 29 days apart produced intraclass correlations for peer-group deviance at the 5 age groups of 0.42, 0.75, 0.81, 0.78, and 0.73, respectively. The low correlation in the 8 to 11-years period resulted from much lower between-subject variation in this (4.89) than other age periods (range, 20.75-33.43), while the within-individual across-time variation was quite similar in the 8 to 11-years group (6.63) vs other ages (range, 6.78-7.80).
To address whether our measures of peer deviance predicted future externalizing behaviors, we examined the association between our standardized peer-group deviance measure and cannabis use or cannabis abuse/dependence 33 and the number of endorsed criteria A (adult behaviors) of antisocial personality disorder. 33 Across the 5 time periods (8 to 11, 12 to 14, 15 to 17, 18 to 21, and 22 to 25 years), the odds ratios and P values for peer-group deviance that predicted cannabis use, calculated by logistic regression, were 1.09 (P=.09), 1. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Sporadic missing values, constituting less than 0.3% of data, were singly imputed using SAS PROC MI (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC) and a Markov chain Monte Carlo approach. Approximately 1% of the observations were lacking for a time period, because if the respondent replied that he had no friends during the specified age period, these were scored as missing.
The structurally missing items were simulated using PROC MIXED in SAS with Monte Carlo residuals. By assuming that the covariance structure of the data from the nearest time period with complete data is representative of the time periods with missing data, we estimated, using a hierarchical regression model, the response as well as the residual variance and covariance between MZ and DZ twins. Monte Carlo residuals were then generated from a bivariate normal distribution with these parameters and added to the predicted values to obtain the simulated values.
Preliminary analyses indicated a significant positive relationship between birth year and peer-group deviance, which differed across individual items. To account for these effects, we divided our sample into 6 similarly sized groups based on birth year. Peer-group deviance items were averaged for each cohort across all time periods, and each individual item centered around the cohort mean. Cohort-adjusted item scores were summed and the overall score was adjusted to have a minimum score of 0. The raw cohort-adjusted scores were then transformed to normality using the method of Blom 34 and the normalized scores were rescaled to the original mean and variance.
Biometric latent growth curve analyses were performed in SAS PROC MIXED as described by McArdle. 35 Model fit comparisons involving fixed effects were carried out using maximum likelihood, whereas model fit comparisons involving random effects were carried out using residual maximum likelihood. The fit statistics that were used included likelihood ratio 2 , Akaike information criterion, 36 and the generalized coefficient of determination of Cox and Snell. 37 Variance component models used in estimating biometric latent growth curve parameters and intraclass correlations were fit using residual maximum likelihood in PROC MIXED. Confidence intervals for variance components were constructed using a Satterthwaite approximation. 38 
RESULTS
DESCRIPTIVE DATA
The mean and variance of peer-group deviance scores and the intraclass correlations in MZ and DZ twins across the 5 time periods are presented in Table 1 . Levels of peergroup deviance increase monotonically from ages 8 to 11, to 18 to 21 years, and then decline at ages 22 to 25 years. The variance of peer-group deviance nearly doubles from 8 to 11, to 12 to 14 years, increases more slowly until ages 18 to 21 years, and then stabilizes. The correlations for peer-group deviance are consistently higher in MZ than in DZ twin pairs. While the MZ twin correlations are stable over time at around 0.66, the resemblance in peer-group deviance in DZ twins declines with age. These results suggest that genetic factors contribute to levels of peer-group deviance and this influence increases over time. Table 1 also includes the percentage of twins in each age group living with their co-twin. A sharp drop in the proportion of cohabiting twins is seen between ages 15 to 17, and 18 to 21 years.
Inspection of the data revealed significant individual variability in the developmental pattern of peer-group deviance, with some individuals increasing in peer-group deviance across time, some decreasing over time, and others remaining relatively stable at either high, medium, or low levels of peer-group deviance. Given this variation in peer-group deviance trajectories, we calculated the slope of the peer-group deviance across the 5 time periods for each individual. These slopes were more highly correlated in MZ (0.60) than in DZ pairs (0.44), indicating that genetic factors also contribute to the rate of change in peer-group deviance over time. The correlation between the levels of peer-group deviance at ages 8 to 11 years (intercept) and the subsequent slope was -0.14, meaning that, compared with those with high levels of peer-group deviance in childhood, those with low levels had a slightly more rapid rise in peer deviance through adolescence and early adulthood.
BASIC REGRESSION MODEL
Our best-fit fixed-effects regression model for peergroup deviance, determined by the Akaike information criterion, included a linear effect of standardized age (␤=3.26, t 7942 =56.3; PϽ .001) and a spline on the effect of age impacting only the oldest age group (␤=−4.15, t 7942 =29.6; PϽ .001). No significant effect was seen for year of birth (␤ = .07, t 1044 = 0.5; P = .61) because this was statistically controlled by our use of cohort-adjusted item scores. However, significant interactions were seen between year of birth and the main effect of age (␤ =.48, t 7942 =8.3; PϽ .001) and the spline (␤ = − 1.10, t 7942 =7.9; PϽ.001). The opposite signs of these 2 effects mean that older individuals have a less steep rise in peer-group deviance up to ages 18 to 21 years and a less steep decline between 18 to 21, and 22 to 25 years. Instead of the regression spline, we also examined a quadratic effect of age on peer-group deviance, but that did not provide as good of a fit.
RANDOM-EFFECTS GROWTH CURVE MODEL
A random-effects growth curve model adding additive genetic (A), shared environmental (C), and unique environmental (E) effects to the best-fitting fixed-effects model was fitted to the peer-group deviance data. The method we used 35 parameterizes the model with unique effects of A, C, and E on the intercept; unique effects of A, C, and E on slopes; and A, C, and E effects common to both intercept and slope. The explanatory power of the model can be summarized by the generalized coefficient of determination, 37 which was 25% for the fixedeffects only model and 54% for the full biometric growth curve model. Figure 1 shows the raw genetic and environmental variance components for peer-group deviance at each age. The pattern of results differs considerably for genetic, shared environmental, and individual-specific environmental effects. Genetic variance in peer-group deviance increases substantially and monotonically across the 5 age periods. Variance in peer-group deviance resulting from shared environmental effects, by contrast, decreases across the first 3 age periods and then increases modestly at ages 18 to 21 and 22 to 25 years. Individualspecific environmental variance in peer-group deviance is relatively stable across the first 3 age periods but then increases sharply throughout the final 2 periods.
Standardized results are seen in Figure 2 and, with 95% confidence intervals, in Table 2 . The most striking differences occur between ages 8 to 11 and 12 to 14 years, when the relative importance of additive genetic effects increases substantially and, conversely, the relative importance of shared environmental factors decreases. The relative role of individual-specific environment is rather stable across the entire time period, accounting for approximately one-third of the variance in peer-group deviance.
Our model also estimates the sources of individual differences in the slope of peer-group deviance over time. Genetic factors account for 30.4% of the variation in individual trajectories, with shared and nonshared environmental factors accounting for 19.1% and 40.5%, respectively. Finally, we decomposed the within-individual correlation between peer-group deviance level at ages 8 to 11 years (the intercept) and the subsequent peer-group deviance slope. The genetic, shared environmental, and unique environmental contributions to this intercept-slope correlation were, respectively, 0.37, −0.62, and −0.23.
We illustrate this effect in Figure 3 , where the results of our full random-effects growth curve model are used to plot the mean expected levels of peer-group deviance for individuals with hypothetically very high and very low levels of genetic, shared environmental, and unique environmental liability to peer-group deviance. As seen in Figure 3 , despite similar levels of deviance in child- hood, individuals with high levels of genetic liability to peer deviance have a more extreme trajectory over time than individuals whose high level of peer-group deviance stems largely from familial environmental sources. Those whose high levels of peer-group deviance resulted largely from unique environmental sources have intermediate values. The reverse effect is seen in those with low levels of peer-group deviance, in which those whose low level derives from a very low genetic liability have a trajectory that diverges most from the expected mean.
IMPACT OF POSSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL BIASES
The greater resemblance in peer-group deviance for MZ vs DZ twins could arise because (owing to social expectations) MZ twins socialize with others together more frequently than DZ twins. We assessed the degree of friend sharing in each age period and this was consistently higher in MZ than DZ twins. We added this variable (F for friends) to our model as a specified form of shared environment. 39 Adding this parameter rendered the impact of the background shared environment nonsignificant; thus, we obtained parameter estimates for an AFE model. The pattern of results was quite similar to those seen in Figures 1  and 2 , the largest change being a reduction in genetic effect, particularly in the younger age groups. Examining the standardized results, the heritability of peer-group deviance was estimated across the 5 age groups (8-11, 12-14, 15-17, 18-21, and 22-25 years) to equal 13.8%, 31.6%, 43.0%, 46.6%, and 46.2%, respectively. The rising heritability of peer-group deviance with age seen in our analyses does not result from changes in the socialization patterns of MZ vs DZ twins. Moreover, if sharing friends is also partially driven by genetic factors, as would be suggested by the higher levels of sharing between MZ twins, then our analyses controlling for the effects of shared friends may actually underestimate the total genetic contribution to peergroup deviance.
COMMENT
This report sought to elucidate, from a developmental perspective, the sources of individual differences in peergroup deviance from midchildhood to early adulthood. Six findings are worthy of emphasis. First, our simple biometric growth curve model accounted for 54% of the variance of the development of peer-group deviance, supporting the explanatory power of this approach. Second, genetic factors contributed substantially to peer-group deviance, and this contribution increased as individuals aged. Third, in midchildhood, shared family environment was an important determinant of peer-group deviance, but its importance diminished over time. Fourth, individual-specific environment had an important impact on peer-group deviance that became more pronounced when twins started to live apart. Fifth, the rate of change in peer-group deviance over time was strongly influenced by familial factors, with genes playing a somewhat greater role than the shared environment. Sixth, genes and environment contributed to the correlation between initial levels of deviant peers in childhood and the subsequent trajectory of peer-group deviance in quite different ways. Figure 3 . Parameter estimates from the biometrical latent growth curve analysis were used to construct expected growth curve patterns for hypothetical individuals with different underlying liabilities with respect to genetic (A), shared or common environmental (C), and individual-specific environmental (E) variance for peer-group deviance. The mean curve was constructed by setting the deviation for each of these latent constructs at 0, while the upper and lower curves, respectively, were constructed by setting the deviations for A, C, and E at 1.96 or −1.96 while holding the others at 0, thus providing 97.5% and 2.5% percentiles for expected variation due to each of these sources of variance.
CONTEXT
The present study demonstrates the value of using behavioral genetic strategies to better understand developmental changes in peer-group deviance. Our evidence that individual differences in peer-group deviance are heritable adds to a growing body of research demonstrating heritabilities of other putative environmental measures, including parenting, social support, and stressful life events. 40 Genetic influence on environmental measures is indicative of a gene-environment correlation, of which Plomin et al 41 delineated 3 possible forms: passive, reactive, and active. They defined the last of these as follows: "active genotype-environment correlation occurs as a result of the fact that a child is not merely the passive recipient of his environment. Rather, he contributes to his own environment and may active[ly] seek one related to his genetic propensities." 41 Building on this work, Scarr and McCartney 42 proposed a developmental theory of childhood and adolescence in which an active genotype-environment correlation "becomes particularly important in later childhood and adolescence as individuals make their own environments." Our finding that genetic influence on peergroup deviance increases over time supports their hypothesis. The pattern of developmental change that we saw for peer-group deviance-an increase in genetic variance and a decrease in the effects of shared environmental factors with aging-has also been observed in a number of genetically informative longitudinal studies with a range of externalizing behaviors, including smoking, 43, 44 drinking, 44, 45 and conduct disorder. 46, 47 Our findings that genetic factors influence both mean levels of peer-group deviance as well as change in peergroup deviance over time are supportive of prior nongenetic longitudinal research that suggests that a substantial proportion of the similarity between adolescents and their peer groups results from peer selection. 8, 10, 48, 49 Our results indicate that genetically influenced characteristics of the individual are related to the types of friendships that adolescents develop. Dishion and colleagues 50 have deemed this the shopping model effect, whereby adolescents seek out friends who are more similar to them.
Although genetic factors play an increasing role in accounting for individual differences in peer-group deviance, environmental factors are also clearly implicated. One of the most interesting trends in this study was the marked increase in nonshared environmental influences at ages 18 to 21, and 22 to 25 years, which coincided with decreased rates of cohabitation.
Our study also found that shared environmental factors accounted for variation in peer-group deviance, especially during late childhood and early adolescence. Possible influences include a family's socioeconomic status and neighborhood influences, both of which have been associated with peer-group deviance. 12, 14, 51 Consistent with our results, Dishion et al 51 found that 13-to 14-year-old antisocial boys typically found their close friends within their neighborhood block. Parental monitoring, an important mediating and moderating variable in theories describing the developmental interplay between peergroup deviance and delinquency, 52, 53 could also account for shared environmental effects, as same-age male twins are likely to receive similar levels of monitoring.
The shared environmental influence on peer-group deviance might also reflect the influence of shared peers. 1 In our study, when similarity of friends was included in the model to test equal environment assumptions, the shared environmental effects effectively disappeared. In addition, previous work with our second wave sample showed that adding measures of twin similarity of friendships during childhood significantly reduced the shared environmental effect on conduct disorder behavior (K.C.J., unpublished data, July 2005).
The relationship detected between the genetic and environmental influences on the initial peer-group deviance (intercept) and subsequent changes in peer-group deviance (slope) led to an intriguing pattern of results. If high levels of peer-group deviance in childhood resulted largely from shared environmental factors, this predicted a relatively benign developmental course with modest growth in peer-group deviance over time. By contrast, if high levels of childhood peer-group deviance arose mostly from genetic effects, this predicted a steep increase in deviance of peers with increasing age. These patterns are consistent with prior hypotheses of developmental heterogeneity in life-course patterns on antisocial behavior, 54, 55 which predict different etiologies for different types of antisocial youth.
Specifically, early starter or life course-persistent delinquents are more likely than late starter or adolescencelimited delinquents to evidence early signs of temperamental difficulties and early problem behaviors, [56] [57] [58] factors that have been shown to be heritable. [59] [60] [61] In contrast, the primary mechanism associated with late-starting delinquents is associated with deviant peers. If similarity of peer groups accounts for the shared environmental influences found for peer-group deviance in the present study, this would suggest that individuals who show more benign courses of peer-group deviance and whose initial levels of peer-group deviance are environmentally influenced may represent the late-starting or adolescentlimited group of delinquents. By contrast, those with high levels of genetic liability on the initial level of peergroup deviance and the subsequent steep increase in peergroup deviance over time may represent the early starter or life course-persistent delinquents. These patterns are congruent with predictions that severe life coursepersistent antisocial behavior is more likely to be influenced by genetic factors, whereas normative trajectories of antisocial behavior are more likely to be caused by environmental factors (K.C.J., unpublished data, August 2005). 62, 63 This study has implications not only for interpreting traditional studies of peer-group deviance and antisocial behavior based on nongenetic samples and for developing appropriate interventions and preventions, but also for the growing field of molecular genetics. Our field is beginning to identify individual genetic variants that impact risk for psychiatric and substance use disorders. Along with reviewed findings, our study suggests that the mechanisms by which some of these variants work will not be entirely reducible to "within the skin" physiologi-cal pathways. Rather, these genes will impact risk through "outside the skin" pathways, by altering the probability of exposure to pathogenic environments. 64, 65 An important focus for further research will be to clarify the degree to which genetic risk factors for peer-group deviance also impact the risk for externalizing behaviors, including drug use and abuse. As suggested for smoking behaviors, 43 the selection of deviant peers may be an important mediating step between genetic risk factors and a range of externalizing disorders.
LIMITATIONS
The results of this report should be interpreted in the context of 5 methodologic limitations. First, our sample was white male twins born in Virginia. The degree to which these results would extrapolate to women, singletons, or other ethnic groups is unknown. Second, approximately one-fourth of the eligible twins for this study did not participate. Might this have biased our findings? Using data collected at the second interview wave, a multiple logistic regression analysis, correcting for the twin structure of the data, showed participation in the third wave to be strongly predicted by educational status but not by age; zygosity; cannabis use or abuse/dependence; or number of DSM-IV adult antisocial symptoms. With respect to vulnerability to the externalizing symptoms strongly predicted by peergroup deviance, this sample was likely to be broadly representative of the original twin cohort.
Third, could our results be viewed as a violation of the equal environment assumption in twin studies rather than evidence for outside the skin genetic pathways for peer selection? A violation of the equal environment assumption requires that the environment causes twins to be phenotypically similar. 66 However, our results are more consistent with causal effects from person to the environment. While the present study supports the hypothesis of peer selection, we cannot rule out peer influences on behavior, as that would require a joint analysis of peer-group deviance with a separate measure of antisocial behavior, which we do not do in the present study.
Fourth, our measure of peer-group deviance was solely by self-report. Collecting objective measures of peergroup deviance would be infeasible in this kind of design. Prior studies of self-report peer-group deviance suggest that they may be subject to projection bias in which individuals exaggerate the congruence between themselves and their social environment. 10 We cannot rule out the impact of such biases. However, given that 3 prior studies found heritability for peer delinquency orientation from parental report, 20 self-report by peers, 23 and peer behavior problems from classmate ratings, 24 it is unlikely that our results were highly distorted by our method of assessment.
Lastly, information on peer-group deviance was collected retrospectively from adults. We cannot rule out the possibility that the pattern of our findings result from retrospective recall bias. We consider this unlikely. We demonstrated good to excellent short-term test-retest reliability for our measures of peer-group deviance. It is difficult to construct a plausible pattern of recall bias that would produce the observed results. Most importantly, we used a life-history calendar in our assessment of peer-group deviance. An accumulating body of evidence indicates that such methods, which reflect the structure of autobiographical memory and promote sequential retrieval within memory networks, substantially improve the completeness and accuracy of retrospective reports. 
